


Welcome to our new range. We’ve called it  
DESIGN SERIES™ because it blends the technical,  
the practical and the aesthetic. 

The products represent the first time in our long history 
that we’ve created a toaster and a kettle in tandem.  
We think they will fit with the flow of your home and 
your desire to make it work as a homogenous whole. 
These are clean lines to live with.

 Drawing on over 70 years of expertise,  
we have once again combined innovation and 
design with the launch of the adaptable Dualit  
DESIGN SERIES™

Alex Gort-Barten

Visit: www.dualit.com
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     Patented Perfect Toast Technology:  
 Calculates the temperature of your toaster and surroundings to 
 derive the precise toasting time for your next slice of toast

     Pure Geometric Lines:  
        This toaster’s form is mathematically harmonious - it echoes the fact  
        that geometry is vital to design and build

     Peek & Pop® Function:  
        Unique to Dualit, this feature allows you to check on your bread   
        without stopping it toasting

 Interchangeable Colour Panels:  
  With innovative interchangeable panels, you can select and swap   
 shades for your toaster according to your mood

Optional sandwich cage A versatile sandwich cage and recipe book 

Extra wide slots: 
For chunky bread and more – combine 
with our sandwich cage accessory and 
no job is too tough

Bagel and bun warming facility: 
Allows you to crisp just the insides of 
your bagel or bun

Defrost function: 
Defrost frozen bread before toasting 
to keep it crunchy 

2 slices or four:
Available in 2-slot and 4-slot models, 
both with the same sleek styling
and features

Dualit’s DESIGN SERIES™ toasters combine ergonomics and aesthetics in a 
brand new way. With our trademark longevity and functionality, you’ll be toasting 
what you like, how you like it.
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Perfect Toast Technology is the M O S T  important 
innovation in toasting since the Proheat® element.

Leslie Gort-Barten
Managing Director 

PATENTED 
PERFECT  TOAST 
TECHNOLOGY

At the start of each toasting cycle, a thermal probe measures the 
temperature inside the toaster and our patented algorithm adjusts the 
toasting time accordingly; adding time if you’re in a cold room toasting 
your fi rst slice of bread, or reducing time if you’re in a hot room toasting 
your fi fth round of bread. For every fraction of a degree the temperature 
changes, the toast time is adjusted respectively, ensuring perfectly 
consistent browning on every cycle.
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The Architect range offers no-compromise quality, fl exibility and style. 
With innovative interchangeable panels, you can select and swap shades 
for your toaster and kettle according to your mood. For house moves, 
renovations, or even just your latest colour craving.

CHOOSE YOUR 
PANEL PACK
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W H AT ’ S  YO U R  C O LO U R



1.5L capacity:  
A versatile mid size between catering 
for families and still being handy for a 
quick cup

Cup level indicators:  
The cup levels marked on our 
indicator window means there’s 
never any need to over boil
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     Patented Pure Pour:   
        Unique and smooth pouring action with anti drip spout

     Rapid Boil:   
        Our powerful 1.5kW element brings water to boiling point super fast

     Illuminated Window:    
        Our water-level indicator window lights up a deliciously cool blue  
               whilst boiling

 Push Button Lid:   
        Keep your hands safe from steam with our simple push button 
        lid – you don’t need to touch the lid to open it.

 Interchangeable Colour Panels:  
  With innovative interchangeable panels, you can select and swap   
 shades for your kettle according to your mood

Everything about Dualit’s DESIGN SERIES™ kettle is cool and collected.  
It’s quiet, it’s quick and it’s got a whole new look. Resilient and stylish, our  
DESIGN SERIES™ kettle makes boiling water an art form. 
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Follow us on:

WWW.DUALIT.COM


